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Coca-Cola and Kirin find new avenues amid 

sluggish markets in Japan  

Now faced with problematic core markets, Kirin and Coca-

Cola’s Japanese operations have been changing tack quite 

radically of late. Read more  
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‘Stress-free’ investment: Coca-Cola Japan to enter local 

‘relaxation drink’ market hemp-venture  

Coca-Cola Japan has set its sights on the local ‘relaxation drink’ market with a 

recent investment in newly-established beverage company Endian and its 

unique hemp-containing drink Chill Out. Read more  

 
 

 

AB InBev agrees to sell Australia's Carlton & United Breweries to 

Asahi  

AB InBev will divest Carlton & United Breweries, its Australian subsidiary, to 

Asahi Group Holdings for $16bn AUD / $11.3bn USD. Read more  
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Bitter sweet: Beverage giant Pokka Sapporo strives to revitalise 

Japan’s lemon production  

Pokka Sapporo has started to grow its own lemons in Hiroshima Prefecture for 

use in beverages and seasonings in a bid to tackle production shortfalls. Read 

more  

 
 

 

Suntory reveals top five functional beverage trends shaping 

Japan's market  

Suntory has identified the top five consumer trends shaping Japan's booming 

dietary supplement market. Read more  

 
 

 

No sugar: Coca-Cola launches first sugar-free lemon flavoured 

water in Japan  

Coca-Cola has launched the first sugar-free flavoured water under the brand “I 

LOHAS” in Japan, with the firm striving to respond to growing demand for 

better-for-you products. Read more  

 
 

 

Coffee fix? Intake linked to reduced risk of depression in 

Japanese elderly  

Coffee intake has been linked with a decreased risk of depressive symptoms 

among elderly Japanese women, according to a new multi-centre cross-

sectional study. Read more  
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